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ANDY DeROCHE

“Say a prayer for the common foot soldier,
Spare a thought for his back-breaking work.
Say a prayer for his wife and his children,
Who burn the fires and who still till the earth.”

-The Rolling Stones, *Salt of the Earth*

BLENDING LOYALTIES
MAINE SOLDIERS RESPOND TO THE CIVIL WAR¹

Scholars agree that during the Civil War most Federal soldiers saw their primary purpose as saving the Union, but their loyalty to the Union was expressed in complex ways. Using a sample of thirty-seven collections of Civil War correspondence and diaries, Andy DeRoche assesses the soldiers’ view of the war, the Union, the Conscription Act, and the elections of 1864. Above all, loyalty to family structured their thinking about these momentous national questions.

As a number of recently published regimental histories make clear, the state of Maine contributed impressively to the northern cause during the Civil War. Over 70,000 Mainers served during the war, representing more than 60 percent of the eligible military population – the highest figure for any northern state.² We know a great deal about the common Maine soldiers’ accomplishments on the battlefield – their victories and their defeats – but their views on the meaning of the war are seldom brought under scrutiny. What made these Mainers enlist in such impressive numbers? Were their views unique?
Over 70,000 Mainers joined the Union cause during the Civil War, following the powerful pull of Unionist sentiment. As the soldiers pushed south into Confederate territory, they groped for ways to reconcile their loyalty to Union and their loyalty to family.

Clues about these attitudes can be gleaned from a representative survey of Civil War letters and diaries, which express views on important Civil War issues in the common soldier's own words. The sample selected for this article does not include famous Mainers like Joshua Chamberlain; instead, it surveys the attitudes of thirty-seven common soldiers from across the state. Admittedly, this represents only a small percentage of Maine's Civil War contingent. Yet it is drawn from a broad geographical area – from thirty different Maine towns ranging from Kittery to Eastport, and from Macwahoc Plantation to Bethel, with many
more in between. The thirty-seven men who left these letters and diaries served in eighteen different regiments. Patterns in their attitudes thus cannot be attributed to similarity in origins or interaction as a single fighting unit. These thirty-seven common soldiers represent a broad spectrum of reactions to the Civil War experience.

Scholars agree that the vast majority of northern soldiers fought primarily to save the Union, and the letters and diaries of Maine’s soldiers confirm this impression. But their loyalty to the Union was expressed in complex ways, and shaped by a competing set of loyalties to family and home. Important to their decision to enlist was the knowledge that their families were secure in their absence. Family loyalty operated in tandem with loyalty to country to influence the soldiers’ view of the war. For some, the loss of brothers or fathers in the war inspired them to fight on, giving meaning to their family’s sacrifice. For others, these loyalties brought tensions: Volunteering or reenlisting forced them to choose between protecting their country and protecting their family. Family needs sometimes compelled soldiers to limit their time of service, either by joining nine-month regiments or by refusing to reenlist. Ultimately, Mainers compromised their loyalty to country with their loyalty to family – an ideological mix that inspired the northern victory.

While Maine’s soldiers remained steadfast in their support for the Union, they often criticized the methods employed to save it. The battle of Fredericksburg in December 1862 was a low point in the Union cause, and many soldiers strongly criticized this disaster. However, 1863 brought several important new policies, among the most crucial being a call for conscription. Maine soldiers strongly favored conscription as a means to save the Union. Their attitudes about the draft tell us much about their loyalty to country, but they also reveal some important insights into their loyalty to family.

Maine soldiers advocated drafting men who refused to do their fair share, but they felt that each family’s contribution should be limited – a soldier’s brother should be exempt from conscription, for example. Carmel native Peleg Bradford of the
Union soldiers welcomed the Conscription Act—which would compel those who avoided the war to do their part—but they also needed reassurance that their own families would not be impoverished by conscription.
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1st Maine Heavy Artillery found the war meaningless, but he realized that his objections mattered little, and he expected the war to last for several years after 1863. If the fighting were to continue, he felt that every man should do his part: Those who would not volunteer should be drafted. The thought of young men lazing around Carmel, while he suffered, angered him. As he explained to his mother: “I hope that they will have to draft in Carmel, so to get some of them scamps out here.” His wish came true in March 1863, when the Enrollment Act allowed conscription. Shortly after this policy was announced he inquired: “How do they like the draft in Carmel? Did it frighten any of them?” Carmel’s slackers had “hung back about long enough.”

In Bradford’s mind, however, “every man” did not include his brothers. He concurred with the majority of soldiers in this study in urging relatives not to enlist—and hoping they would not
be drafted. One sacrifice for each family, in their minds, was enough. Bradford pleaded with his three brothers not to join the army or navy, and to his mother he wrote: “You tell father for God sake not to let Owen come out here for he is too young.” Bradford feared for his brothers’ safety, but he also understood the financial drawbacks of military service. “I should advise you to stay at home & let the war and sea go to hell, for there is plaises that a man can make more than to go to sea or war eather.” In spite of Peleg’s warnings, all three brothers enlisted.6

Bradford fervently wished for an end to the war, but if it were to continue, he wanted every northern family to do its part. The 5th Maine’s William Adams, a farmer from the small town of Webbs Mills, expressed similar sentiments. In 1863 he wrote to his sister: “What do the people think of the Conscription Act. I am glad. It is going to take some of the fellows out.” He welcomed the arrival of these “fellows” from home to help the cause, but then he added that he hoped his father was old enough to be exempt. Like Bradford, he thought that only so much should be expected of a family.7 John Sheahan, a Dennysville teacher in the 1st Maine Cavalry, supported the northern cause but did not think every son from a family should serve. He, too, urged his parents not to let his brothers enlist. “Don’t let Ned enlist; two is enough for one father to send. Don’t let him go; now you mind what I tell you.”8

The Perry family of South Thomaston supplied four soldiers to the northern effort – Chandler Perry and three of his sons. In May 1863 one of the sons, Levi, wrote in favor of the draft: “the Conscription act is to be put in force....I would like to see the men in the field.” He particularly wished that certain people in his home town of South Thomaston would be forced to do their part, explaining to his sister: “I hope Jerry Sleeper will come here and a few more of the boys around there; they have laid back at home long enough.” As for his family, however, he urged his youngest brother and his brother-in-law to stay home.9

Dan Brown of Baldwin was pleased that the draft would force those critical of the war to do their part: “The draft took some of the copper heads; Bully for that.” But he, too, desired
that his relatives be spared. Upon hearing that his brother had been drafted, Brown wrote: “You must not come for mother cannot get along without you at home.” He and many others welcomed more troops to win the war and applauded the sense of equity the draft promised, but he, like others, thought each family’s contribution should be limited.

These letters make it clear that Maine soldiers felt two sets of loyalties – to country and family. Every man had a duty to his country, and those who shirked deserved to be drafted. But every man also had a duty to family. Preserving the Union would benefit families, but not if they were impoverished by sending sons and fathers to war. The Maine soldiers responded to this dilemma by advocating that each family supply only one or two soldiers and retain a similar number of males at home to help mothers and sisters keep the family intact. Dan Brown’s advice – “you must not come for mother cannot get along without you at home” – echoes the strains caused by addressing these two sets of loyalties. Mainers favored the draft, but they generally hoped that their relatives would be exempt.

Family Influences

By the end of 1863, Levi Perry’s father and one of his brothers had died in the struggle. Evidently his mother urged him to remain in the army and help guarantee that they had not died in vain. Perry promised her his best effort. “Two years of fighting has not lessened my love for my Country one mite so don’t have any fear but I will be true...For you dear mother I would not leave the Army until the South was humbled.” Levi kept his promise to continue the cause for which his father and brother had died. He reenlisted for the duration of the war.

The $100 salary that Greene’s Frank Lemont received monthly as a lieutenant in the 5th Maine allowed him to assist his widowed mother. He explained that “money is not what keeps me here...but so long as I am here and I think I ought to stay, I shall give the money part its due consideration.” Lemont’s generous salary was important mainly because it allowed him to support his mother; he was able to serve his country and his
At the urging of his mother, Levi Perry reenlisted for the duration of the war, to help guarantee that his father and his brother had not died in vain.

*OFFICIAL PORTFOLIO OF WAR AND NATION (1906).*

family simultaneously. For most northern soldiers, the tensions between loyalty to country and to family were not so easily resolved. A man serving for three years as a private at $13.00 per month could not insure the financial security of his family. For men with families, therefore, volunteering for a nine-month regiment was an appealing option: They received a bounty and an exemption from future drafts. Kittery’s Albert Manson,
married with children, joined one of the nine-month regiments. He observed: "They are all afraid of being drafted in Kittery. I think we was luckey enlisting when we did." Men with families, he reasoned, were fortunate to avoid longer service and should not be faulted for doing so.

Marshall Phillips of Auburn seems to have agreed. Phillips's sense of loyalty to country inspired him to name a son after the president and to volunteer in 1861 for three years. He praised Lincoln's call for more troops in August of 1862, and he agreed with the use of bounties to stimulate volunteers. After about a year of service, however, he felt he had done enough, and wrote that he "should like it if they would come out and let me come home." Others should be doing their share. Familial obligations tugged at him. "I feel some times as if I done wrong by inlisting and leaveing you with a family of small children," he told his wife. Phillips served his three years, but the lure of a $600 bounty was insufficient to cause him to reenlist. As he pointed out to his brother, "I am aware you can get good pay, but money is not much in comparison with life and health and a family at home." Loyalty to family inspired some Mainers to enlist for short stints, while it motivated others to continue fighting. It was also influential, in complex ways, in the voting of Mainers in the election of 1864.

The Election of 1864

Although Maine soldiers' loyalties were conflicted, they expressed an abiding faith in the Union cause. Soldiers' attitudes toward the 1864 election, coming after three long, hard years of war, demonstrate the strength of their convictions. The 1864 election pitted Lincoln against Democratic challenger George McClellan. Lincoln's reelection meant that the war would continue until the Union was saved; McClellan offered the possibility of a negotiated peace, perhaps without a restored Union. The election was particularly important to soldiers held in Confederate prison camps, since continued war meant the extension of their hardship and deprivation for an indeterminate period. The fact that individuals starving in Confederate
Soldiers in Confederate prison camps, fully aware that Lincoln's reelection in 1864 meant extending their hardship, nevertheless voted overwhelmingly for "Abe and Andy."

_Broadside from MHS Collections; Libby Prison from THE AMERICAN SOLDIER AND SAILOR IN WAR._

prisons continued to support Lincoln, when a negotiated settlement could have released them sooner, suggests an extraordinary devotion to the Union. Hannibal Johnson and his fellow inmates near Columbia voted three to one in favor of Lincoln; John Sheahan and the others in Richland Prison backed Lincoln sixty-seven to seven. In Libby Prison, Abner Small chose Lincoln, and the tally there was roughly three to one. Small saw his vote as a duty to his family in Hallowell and to "the cause of
making secure, lasting, and forever free, the government under which they are living." In Small’s opinion, Lincoln’s reelection would help guarantee his family the type of government he preferred. Considering the deplorable conditions in Confederate prisons, continued support for Lincoln from men like Small, Sheahan, and Johnson indicates a remarkable faith in the northern cause.

George Verrill of Norway detailed the 1864 election results for the 17th Maine: a landslide victory for Lincoln. As for many soldiers, this was Verrill’s first presidential election, and he cast his vote for Lincoln. Alfred True voted at home in Bethel, where he was recovering from a wound suffered at Winchester. The injury had not convinced him that the war should end without Union, however. His diary states: “Deposited my first vote today. Voted for Abe & Andy.” Indeed, for many wounded men a negotiated peace would have trivialized their sacrifice.

According to Biddeford’s John Haley, the army needed “men who regard the disruption of the Union as a great calamity
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the Union, but it also represented loyalty to family and friends who had sacrificed for the cause.

Conclusion

Maine soldiers remaining in the army in the fall of 1864 succeeded in blending loyalty to country with loyalty to family. In the service of both, they continued fighting. Not all soldiers remained; family loyalty drew some home again after a three-year enlistment. Most, however, decided that their families could continue without them for a while longer, and that the family would derive more, in the long run, from a northern victory than from their immediate return.

Preserving the Union meant preserving democracy and freedom for their families. In this abstract sense, loyalty to country and loyalty to family became one. Nevertheless, soldiers were torn by the material tensions between these loyalties: They felt a duty to see that their families had enough to eat. Many women, certainly, could take care of themselves and did so. Others – those with many children or those weakened by age or illness – needed assistance. Some soldiers with such families opted not to reenlist. In dire emergencies, they even deserted to get back to needy families.

Confederate soldiers experienced greater distance between these conflicting loyalties. Indeed, family loyalties convinced many to desert. But the northern soldier found it easier to reconcile family loyalty and patriotism. Their pay went further to support home and family, and the northern farms were not under direct enemy threat. Finally, the chances were greater that an able-bodied male would be at home. The larger northern population meant that fewer male family members had to serve at any one time. For many Union soldiers, the knowledge that a brother or uncle was assisting the family made the decision to continue fighting easier.

To remain in the army in 1864, after three hard years of fighting, men needed assurance that their families were getting food and shelter. According to one recent history, “military
service was possible when [the soldier] believed that things were all right at home."²⁶ By the end of 1864, many Confederate soldiers had been deprived of this assurance: things were certainly not all right at home. Most northern families were doing well by comparison. Soldiers from Maine and across the North were thus able to blend loyalty to family with loyalty to the Union through the tough times of 1864, and to persevere until victory the following spring.
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